Moving Home Movies
Clan Beo are working with four people in Mayo who are living in their own homes and who are happy
to tell their story in a short movie that would last for about 8 minutes. The project is a collaboration
between Clan Beo and people who have different types of ‘living in their own home’ arrangements.
The objective is to show how this can be delivered for different people in different settings in Mayo.
The target audience for the series are the people
themselves, their families, services supporting them and
the property holders (whether private sector, community
organisations, housing associations, etc.).
The Moving Home Movies series is supported by the
generosity of the people telling their story alongside their
families and close personal supporters. We appreciate the
contribution of their landlords and those in the property rental sector.
The series is supported financially by Mayo County Council. Their involvement comes from a shared
belief that ‘good news’ stories need to be told for people to be able to start to think creatively and
with confidence about the challenge of finding ‘a home of your own’.
Part of each story is the relationship between the person in the role of tenant and the owner /
administrator / organisation in the role of landlord. Just as the ‘tenant’ comes with different back
stories and types of support, so does the landlord. The project is about showing how successful
collaboration and problem solving works for people. Each final product will be about 8 minutes long.
As such it can only can tell one part of any persons story (to tell the full story it could be a full feature
of course – however first things first!)
The job of Clan Beo is to work with the person, their family and professional supporters to make sure
that they are comfortable telling their story, have done some preparation and are given plenty of
notice as to when the movie production people are coming. It is our job to make sure that the person,
their family and professional supporters are happy with the way the movie is being made, the final
product and how it is used.
We would like to acknowledge the support of Mayo County Council in providing seed funding to make
this project work. To date we have worked with three professional video production companies who
have worked within very tight budgets to deliver product that goes way beyond what the families had
anticipated. See what we have achieved to date at ClanBeo.Org/MovingHomeMovies.
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